“LINE OVERVIEW” Page Field Definitions.
Field Name
(Number)

Editable?

Description

Haul off Speed
Target (4)

yes

When the Haul off Speed Control Status is in the manual mode the operator
may enter the desired haul off speed in this field, and have the Haul off actually
go this speed. In the Automatic mode, the Haul off Speed Target is calculated
based on the mass continuity equation, Eq. (3), using target film thickness,
target layflat width, resin density and die throughput rate.
This value can be entered from the touch screen or adjusted with the manual
haul off speed increase/decrease pushbuttons (24, 25). In the Auto mode this
number is calculated and set to deliver the correct film thickness given fixed
throughput, density, layer distribution and lay flat. When entered from the touch
screen, the actual haul off speed ramps to this speed with the 2-stage rates
given on the Nip and Lay Flat Parameters Page.

LayFlat Target
(18)

yes

This is the Target LayFlat Width. The value in this field is used to determine the
target haul off speed when the haul off is in the automatic mode. When the
layflat control status is in the automatic mode, the bubble width will be controlled
to the target by inflation or deflation.

LayFlat Actual
(17)

no

Layflat width is the actual width of the collapsed bubble, or 0.5π * Bubble
Diameter. The value in this field comes from a layflat width sensor and is used
for automatic control. The analog sensor input, calibration full scale gain and
offset can be accessed from the Haul off and Lay Flat Parameters Page.

Haul Off Speed
Actual (3)

no

Haul Off Actual Speed is determined by the analog signal, calibration full scale
gain and zero offset which can be accessed on the Nip & Lay Flat Parameters
Page. This variable reflects the actual speed of the primary nip (haul off).

Haul Off Speed
Control Status
(6)

yes

This status reflects whether the Haul Off Speed is being controlled automatically
according to targeted process conditions or whether the speed is manually set
by the operator. This status reverts to manual whenever the haul off drive is
turned off, or if the operator presses the manual haul off speed increase or
decrease pushbuttons (24, 25). The operator must put the status into the
automatic mode from the touch screen. In the automatic mode the haul off
speed will be calculated using the mass continuity equation, Eq. (2), with the
goal of maintaining target film thickness.

Blow-Up-Ratio
(BUR) (2)

no

Blow-Up-Ratio or BUR is automatically calculated as a ratio of the bubble
diameter (2/π * lay flat) to the Die Diameter. Different kinds of product and
material have different characteristic BUR ranges where they can be
successfully run. Die Diameter must be entered on the Nip & Lay Flat
Parameters Page.

Draw-DownRatio (DDR)
(1)

no

Draw-Down-Ratio or (DDR) is automatically calculated as the ratio of the Die
Gap to the film thickness. A bigger DDR means a greater degree of drawing the
film down from its thickness at the Die Gap. Die Gap must be entered on the
Nip & Lay Flat Parameters Page.
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(Number)
Total Film
Thickness
(Gauge) Target
(10)

Editable?

Description

yes

This is overall target thickness (or gauge) for the entire film sheet.

Total Film
Thickness
(Gauge) Actual
(9)

no

Overall Film Actual thickness is calculated by the INTELECS™ system
according to the Eq. (3).

Resin
Throughput
Target (12)

no

This is the targeted throughput from the extruder based on the continuity
equation Eq. (1). In the Auto mode each extruder's speed will be adjusted until
the actual throughput is equal to the target throughput.

Resin
Throughput
Actual (11)

no

The actual extrusion rate is computed from the screw speed multiplied by the
screw rate. The screw rate is calculated when the extruder is operating at
steady state using the weigh hopper loss-in-weight data and the screw speed.

Extruder Screw
Speed (5)

no

This field indicates the actual speed of the extruder. In the manual mode the
operator manually adjusts extruder speed with the extruder speed
increase/decrease pushbuttons (13, 14). In the automatic mode INTELECS™
automatically adjusts the screw speed to achieve the target layer percents,
thicknesses and throughputs. Each extruder's Parameters Page contains
analog signal data and calibration parameters for extruder screw speed.

Screw Rate,
(pph/rpm) (19)

no

The screw rate is calculated when the extruder is operating at steady state using
the weigh hopper load cell data and the screw speed. Each extruder's
Parameters Page contains weigh hopper and screw rate calibration parameters.

Drive Current
(20)

no

This field indicates the percent of full-scale analog input of the extruder drive
current. Warning and limit alarms are used. Each extruder's Parameters Page
contains full-scale calibration and limit alarms parameters.

Extruder
Control Status
(7)

yes

In the Auto mode extruder screw speed is automatically adjusted to set actual
throughput equal to target throughput. Manual speed adjustment, current or
pressure alarm limits or extruder off will set Auto mode to Manual mode. The
operator must set each extruder into the Auto mode from the INTELECS™
touch screen using Auto/Man pushbutton (16).

